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NOTE: If you would like to have a notice posted in the Record, please submit your informationby attaching
!f:§l.a.WordPerfect document to an email message ·sent to Jane McBride (JMCBRIDE). All notices
must includeyour name, your email address andlor a telephone number where you can be reached
during the day. If applicable, -please includethe name of your studentorganization. All information
should be submittedby Wednesday at 5:00 p.m,
FROM DEAN CHAPMAN
1995 Summer Schedule
The 1995 S~mmerSchedule is available outside the third floor cafeteria. Students may take a maximum of
six credit hours in the summer, except clinicalstudents who take a' four-hour clinical course may take a
total of seven credit hours. This maximum applies whether you attend the summer session at Chicago-
Kent, or at another law school either here or abroad.
\) Schedule Correction: The meeting times of the fieldwork component of the Judicial Externship Programs
will be arranged with the judge; there should not have been any days andtimesllsted on the schedule. The
meeting times of the classroom component should have been listed as follows:
Judicial Externship Program 1:
Judicial Externship program 2:
Wednesday (only)
Thursday (only)
11:15 a.rn. - 1:00 p.m.
11:15 a.rn, - 1:00 p.rn,
Schedule Addition: The LL.M.in Financial Services course entitled Savings and .Loans will be taught on
Tuesday and, Thursday evenings from 6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. This 2-hourcourse may be taken by joint
J.D.ILL.M. in Financial Services candidates and by any J.D. student who will graduate by June, 1996 and
who ranks in the top one-third of the class. There are no prerequisites for this course.
Residency Requirements
It is very important for students to be familiar with the residency requirements set forth in §1.5 .of the
Student Handbook. Day Division students who intend to graduate in fewer than six semesters and Evening
Division students who intend to graduate in fewer than eight semesters must attend two summer sessions.
For students graduating in 1996 or later, day students must take at least ten credit hours and evening
students must take at least eight credit hours over the two summers to satisfy the residency requirement.
Academic Achievement Award Winners for the Fall, 1994 Semester
The names of the students who earned the highest grade in each class in ·the,Fall semester is attached to
this Record. Congratulations to these outstanding students who will' be honored by the faculty at the
annual Student Awards Luncheon on .Tuesday, September 19, 1995. The names will appear on the award
certificates distributed at the luncheon exactly as they appear on the list. Please email Kym Denard if you
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want to change the way your name will appear on the certificate. If a section or a course is not listed, the
instructor has not submitted the name of the highest grade yet. (We're still trying to get theml)
Class Ranks
The rank in class letters will be distributed later this week. A notice will be posted on the bulletin board
and on broadcast email when they are available.
FROM THE OFFICE OF ALUMNAE/I & STUDENT RELATION.S
1995 Graduates
Pictures: Senior Class proofs' have arrived! Pick up your proofs in the Office of Alumnae/i & Student
Relations, Suite 310 between 9:00a.m. and 6:00 p.m. Choose the pose you want to appear in the
composite and sign the back of the proof. If you do not choose a picture, Wykoff will dolt for you! Return
all of the proofs to Wyckoff Portraits or Suite 310 by March 10.
Retakes: If you missed the first round of pictures and want to have a portrait taken for·the composite,
Wyckoff Portraits will be back. Sign-up sheets are in Suite 310. Pictures will be taken in Room 583 on:
March 21
March 22
1:30 p.m. - 4:45 p.rn,
9·:00 a.rn, - 11:45 a.m.
and
and
6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m..
1:15 p.m, - 6:00 p.m.
Class Gift: The 1995 Graduation Committee is gathering pledges for its class gift to the Loan Repayment
Assistance Program (LRAP). Chicago-Kent established LRAP to allow graduates the opportunity to pursue
their career dreams practicing public interest law. With your contribution, LRAP will continue to grow, and
support Chicago-Kent Alumnae/i working for the public interest. If you wish to pledge, pick up a form from
Sarah Frost, in Suite 31 O. Remember: All persons pledging will not be billed until June 1996.
1996 Graduates
Meeting: There will be a 1996 Graduation Committee ..Meeting at 5:00p.m., on Thursday, March 2 in
Room 325.
FINANCIAL AID
1995-1996 Financial Aid Application Materials
Financial aid packets for the 1995-1996 academic year are now available' in the Office of Admissions and
Financial Aid, Suite 230. Students who plan to apply for financial aid forthe next year should pick up the
application packet for continuing law students as soon as possible. Please see the noticeattached.to the
back of The Record for more information.
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1995 Summer Session Financial Aid Application
February 27, 1995
Financial aid applications for the 1995 summer session are now available in the Office of Admissions and
Financial Aid, Suite 230. Students attending Chicago··Kent during the summer or who are visiting another
law school or visiting abroad may receive financial aid if they follow the instructions listed below. .Recent
changes in the federal regulations have changed the awarding of summer financial aid. It .is imperative that
you meet the deadlines described below in order for you to receive the first disbursement of your summer
loan check by Monday, May 22, 1995 (the first day of summer schoon.
Summer School at Chicago-Kent
Students who will be attending Chicago-Kent during the summer session and who need loans to cover their
summer tuition, books/supplies, transportation, and "moderate but adequate living expenses" must be
enrolled for a minimum of three credit hours.and must complete all of the required financial aid
documents".
Students who will be attending Chicago-Kent for the 1995 Summer Session must complete J!! of the
financial aid documents" torme 1995·1996 academlcvear as well as the 1995 Summer Financial Aid
Application in order to be considered for financialaid during the summer. All forms are available inthe
Office of Admissions and Financial Aid. The deadline for submitting all of the financial aid forms is
Monday, April 3, 1995.
1995 Summer Abroad Programs
Students who require flnanclalald and who are planning to visit another law school or take part in another
law school's overseas program during the summer must complete all of the required financial aid
documents" for the 1995-1996 academic year, the 1995 Summer Financial Aid Application and complete
the Consortium Agreement Information sheet. All forms are available in the Office of Admissions and
Financial Aid, Suite 230.
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The deadline for submitting all of the financial aid forms is Monday, April 3, 1995.
*The Required Financial Aid Documents for 1995-1996
February 27, 1995
The documents that need to be completed by all students who want be considered for financial·aid (and
need-based scholarships) for the 1995-1996 academic year and who want to be considered for atoen for
summer school incl~de the following:
Chicago-Kent Financial Aid Application
Free Applicatio~ for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA)
Financial Aid Transcripts (if you have never received a federal loan at Chicago-Kent)
If selected by the Department of Education, you may also be required to complete a Verification Worksheet
and submit a signed copy of your and your spouse's 1994 Federal income tax return.
Commonly Asked .Questions Regarding Summer Financial Aid
Will borrowing money during the summer affect my eligibility for loans·in the fall/spring? Yes! Any loan
that you borrow during the summer will reduce your eligibility for that loan program in the fall/spring. For
example, a student.who borrows $2000 in the Subsidized Stafford loan program during the summer will
only be able to borrowa maximum of $6500 during the fall/spring because the student cannot exceed the
annual maximum of $8500.
Why do I have to complete the 1995-1996 financial aid materials in order to be considered for financial aid
for the.1995 summer session? Summer is what we call a·"leader" because financial aid during the summer
affects a student's eligibility for the following fall/spring. Since summer lsa "leader" federal regulations
now mandate that we review the financial aid documents for the 1995-1996 academic year in order to
determine a student's eligibility for the 1995 summer session.
When will I get loan checks for summer school?" All federal loans must be disbursed in two equal
disbursements, regardless of the academic term. Normally, students receive one disbursement during the
fall and one durinathe spring. During the summer, students must complete their financial aid file for the
summer as well as for the 1995-1996 academic year by Monday, April 3,1995 in order for it to be possible
for them to receive their first disbursement when summer school starts (Monday, .May 22, 1995). It is
imperative that students applying for financial aid promptly respond (2·3 days maximum) to all requests for
financial aid documents. The financial aid office will request all second disbursements for all summer loans
be issued on Monday, June 19, 1995. This is the earliest date that second disbursements may be
requested.
When will I get my refund check for living expenses for summer school? The university's refund policy will
remain the same during the summer term. Students will berequiredtc sign all federal loan checks over.to
the university regardless of their balance. Any amount exceeding the student's charges will be refunded to
the student in 3-5 business days. BUDGET ACCORDINGLY!
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What do I do after I submit my 1995 Summer Financial Aid Application and complete my 1995-1996
financial aid file? The following are the four events that need to occur once your summer and 1995-1996
financial aid files are complete:
1. Receive an Award Letter from the Financial Aid Office.
2. Submit a signed Award Letter to the Financial Aid Office.
3.' Submit loan applications to the Financial Aid Office.
4. Read your email!
SPECIAL NOTICES
The 12th Annual Conference on Section 1983 Civil Rights Litigation
All Students Interested in Civil Rights Litigation: On Thursday and 'Friday, March 16-17,1995, Chicago-
Kent will host Professor Sheldon Nahmod's 12th Annual Section 1983 Conference. The conference
features nationally prominent law professors and practitioners who offer instruction on both the
fundamentals and more advanced aspects of §1983 practice, trial skills, -and analysis of the latest case
decisions. If you can attend only one or a few segments, you should come at the beginning for Professor
Nahmod's introduction to the prima facie-case. This is a unique opportunity, especially for students -who
intend to be involved in federal court litigation when they practice.
Law students (J.D. only) who are enrolled at Chicago-Kent are welcome to attend any or all of the program
sessions free of charge (note: course materials-are not included; however, copies of the materials will be
available in the library at a later date). However, pre-registration is required! To register, please stop by
the Office of Administration, Finance and CLE (Suite 265) to fill out a registration form. Students must
register before or on Tuesday, March 14, 1995.
From Professor Vivien Gross, Director of SOS (Serving Our Society)
Forthose of you interested either in volunteering or learning more about public interest opportunities, please
stop by the SOS office in Room 686 and speak with one of our counselors, Juli Gumina (3L) or Sharon
Doherty (2L) or call 906-5089 to set up an appointment. There is a wide range of-placements available!
Here.are three new pro bono opportunities:
1. Project Kesher -Economic development of Jewish communities in the former Soviet Union.
2. Prison Action Committee - Research and writing conducted in the area of health care
services afforded incarcerated women.
s
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3. Evanston Community Public Defender Office - Criminal, juvenile, disability and education
cases. Research, case prep and court work.
Office Hours for the Spring semester:
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
10:30 a.m, - 1:30 p.m.
1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m,
1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m, - 4:00 p.rn,
Appointments for night students are available. Either call us at 906..5089 or email SDOHERTY or
JGUMINA.
Students Interested in Joining the Environmental and Energy La'w Program
Meetings about joining the program: Every Spring semester Professors Deutsch and Tarlock hold meetings
to talk with students interested in joining the program. This year, the meetings will be:
Tuesday
Tuesday
March 14
March 14
12:00 p.m, - 1:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m,
Room 520
Room 510.
Professors Deutsch and Tarlock will discuss' the requirements to earn a Certificate in Environmental and
Energy Law, internship and job opportunities while, in law school, placement.opportunities, the activities of
the Program and the ,Environmental Law Society, and will answer any questions you ·may have. They also
will discuss what other courses you should take during your career at Chicago-Kent.
If you cannot attend and are interested in joining, please contact Professor Deutsch (SDEUTSCH) by email,
in Room 839, or at 906-5040.
FACULTV NEWS
Professor Richard Kling was quoted in the February 21 edition of the CHICAGO-TRIBUNE in an article titled,
DNA Increasingly.Used To. Finger Errors by Eyewitnesses. Professor Kling was also interviewed that
morning on WBBM-AM radio regarding the Simpson case.
STUDENT NEWS
Braa Beeson, a 3L evening student and an Environmental Protection Agency engineer, appeared on Good
Morning America on Wednesday, February 22, 1995. He discussed the recent public outcry in Wisconsin
surrounding the recent change to a new gasoline blend.
Chicago-Kent student, Patrick Dowd will be one of the experts for Examination of Experts in a
Commercial/Environmental Case - A Demonstration to be held on .March 7th from 3:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. at
John Marshall in the 12th floor auditorium. Mr. Dowd is an engineer and a certified hazardous materials
manager. The event is sponsored by the Chicago Bar Association, Civil Practice Committee.
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JUDICIAL EXTERNSHIPS
February 27, 1995
Summer & Fall 1995 Semesters For Current 1L and 2L Students With A Minimum 3.2 GPA: The
applications for the Summer & Fall 1995 Judicial Externships are available in Room 601, Law Offices.
Completed applications should·be submitted to Ms. Jan Lund, Room 612, Law Offices, on Wednesday,
March 8, 1995 by 5:00 p.m.
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNitiES
Temporary Employment (April 5 - 23)
WE WANT YOU!!! The Office of Development is looking for a few good men and women for an adventure!
Travel to exotic lands via phone, meet new friends, and have fun, FUN, FUN! Chicago-Kent's annual
Alumni/Student Spring Phon-a-thon begins on April 5th. Work hours vary from weekdays, evenings and
weekends. The Spring Phon-a-thon will sollctt pledges for Chicago-Kent's Loan Repayment Assistance
Program (LRAP). LRAP is post-graduate financial assistance for Chicago-Kent graduates pursuing careers in
public interest law, such as government and non-profit jobs. This is a very worthy cause for both our
students and alumnae/i! Earn EXTRA MONEYfor school, your social life, or to pay for that Spring Break
vacation. Compensation is $5.50/hour plus bonuses or $6.50/hour if you have worked a prior phon-a-thon.
Contact Brenna Kelley (BKELLEY) in the Development Office (Suite 310, 906-5248) to sign up or for more
information.
CAREER SERVICES NEWS
Mock Interviews Begin March 6th
One of the best ways to prepare for job interviews is to participate in a mock interview session. Career
strategist Deborah Gutman will conduct mock interviews in the Career Services office in March. The half-
hour sessions. include a videotaped mock interview, playback of the videotape, and a critique of the
interview.
Dates for mock interviews are:
Monday
Thursday
Thursday
March 6, 13, and 20th
March 16
March 23
8:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.rn.
12:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
5:30 p.m. - 8:0J p.m.
Space is limited so make an appointment soon. You must leave a resume with receptionist Gwen Johnson
prior to the date of the interview. Please give notice of any cancellation at least 24 hours in advance.
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1Ls, 2Ls with a Minimum 3.2 GPA: Judicial Externships for Summer and Fall 1995
We strongly encourage 1Ls and 2Ls having GPAs of 3.2 or above to consider applying for federal judicial
externships for this summer or next fall. A federal judicial externship is a wonderful credential to have on
your resume regardless of the type of legal work you want to pursue. For 1Ls considering applying for
post-graduate judicial clerkships, an externship can be an important prerequisite to obtainin~ a clerkship.
We realize that you are under great time pressure at this point in the semester, but this is an extraordinary
opportunity which is worth the time you'U·spend applying. Students we talk to enjoy their judicial
externships tremendously and find the experience invaluable!
Applications for summer and fall judicial externships are now available in Room 601 in the Law Offices and
in the handout racks in the Career Services Office. Completed applications are due no later than
Wednesday, March 8th at 4:00 p.m. to Ms. Jan Lund in Room 612.
1L Minority Students: Panel Discussion on Large Firm Practice
The Chicago Committee on Minorities in Large Law Firms is presenting a panel discussion for all first year
minority students focusing on large firm practice and credentials necessary for employment with large law
firms. Featured speakers include: W. Muzette Hill from Lord, Bissell & Brook; Edward J. Santiago from
Seyfarth, Shaw, Fairweather & Geraldson; Audrey Wright from Clausen Miller Gorman Caffrey & Witous,
P.C.; and Theodore I. Vi from Rudnick & Wolfe.
The discussion and a reception will be held on Thursday, March 2nd, 1995 from 5:30 p.m. until 6:30 p.m.
at Clausen Miller Gorman Caffrey & Witous, P.C. RSVP by calling (312) 606-7832 on or before February
28th. Full details are available in Handout #81 in the Career Services Office.
Upcoming Programs:
Looking for a Job Outside Chicago?
On March 14 and 15, the Career Services Office will be sponsoring informal programs on long distance job
searches. As an .experienced out-of-state job searcher, Stephanie Rever Chu will moderate the discussions
and provide tips for learning about the local legal market, finding job openings, and answering the important
interview question, "Why [this city/state]7"
Sign up at the reception desk to attend the following sessions:
East Coast Job Search:
Midwest/Southwest Job Search:
West Coast Job Search:
Tuesday
Wednesday
Wednesday
March 14
March 15
March 15
11 :45 a.m.
3:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
Rooms will be announced in the next issue of The Record!
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Myers-Briggs Type Indicator Program
The Day Workshop, Part II is Tuesday, February 28 at 11:45 a.m, in Room 370.
Alternative Career Planning Day Series
The final workshop is on Wednesday, March 8 at 3:00 p.m. in Room 520.
Handouts Concerning Special Opportunities:
3Ls, 4Ls: Appellate Court Judicial Clerkships in Springfield
February 27, 1995
The Fourth District of the Illinois Appellate Court is accepting applications for 1995 judicial clerkships now.
Requirements and application procedures can be found on Handout #76 in the Career Services Office.
Apply ASAP!
3Ls, 4Ls: U.S. Bankruptcy Court Judicial CI~rkship
The U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the Northern District of Illinois is seeking applicants for a chambers clerkship
to start in September of 1995. Applicants must have completed or be taking courses in bankruptcy and
secured transactions. See Handout #77 for application requirements ..Interviews will be scheduled within
,the next few months, so .apptvsocn.
Summer Law Clerk Opportunity: U.S. Department of the Interior in Portland, OR
The Office of the Regional Solicitor for the Pacific Northwest Region will hire three law students as full-time
volunteer law clerks for the summer of 1995. Students who have completed their second year of law
school are preferred. The Department of the Interior is charged with natural resource conservation and
management and its attorneys provide legal counsel to all offices within the Department. Applications are
due no later than March 15, 1995. Pick up Handout #78 for more information.
Federal Communications Bar Association Foundation Internship Fund
The Federal Communications Bar Association (FCBA) Foundation will award three stipends to law students
employed as unpaid summer interns in communications positions with government offices. At least two of
the stipends will be for internships in the Washington, D.C. metropolitan area. Applicants will be selected
on the basis of demonstrated interest in communications field, involvement in community activities, and
dependence on financial assistance in order to accept an unpaid internship in a government agency involved
in communications. Applications.ifound in Handout #79, are due March 15, 1995.
3L, 4L Alternative Career Seekers Wanting to Live in Midwest: Job Fair
Indiana University and Purdue at Indianapolis are sponsorlnathe 5th Annuallndiana Collegiate Job Fair
(lCJF) on Friday, March 31st in Indianapolis. For the first time, this job fair is open to all alumnae/i across
the country. Ninety employers from across the Midwest will be attending.
For more information about the employers and the job fair, pick up Handout #80.
9 .
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CHECK IT OUT ... NEWS FROM THE LAW LIBRARY
Room Service·
February 27~ ·1995
Group study sessions are traditional for law school. Did you know the library has 18 conference rooms
available for law students to reserve anytime the library is open? You need not conduct your study group
sessions in the cafeteria unless you want to eat and drink. Reservations are one hour per student per
week. Pool your hour with other students to get lots of conference room time.
Stop by the library desk with your law student 10 to make your reservation. You can also call from home
to reserve a study room (312-906-5600) and show your 10 when you get to the library.
Tutorials
Did you know that the European Community has changed its name to the European Union? If you would
like to know more about this organization which has been helping to unite the countries of Europe into a
cohesive unit that is attempting to maintain peace on the continent, come to a tutorial session in the library.
We will discuss briefly the background of the EU and the types of legal materials that are issued. The latter
are the kind that you will want to find for your international law classes or your legal work in the
international field. They include such matters as cases, directives, and regulations.
The times for the tutorial sessions are posted on the library bulletin board. You don't have to sign up, just
show up by the reference area. The sessions will last about 20 minutes each.
If you want to suggest any tutorial topics or a change. in times, please email Lenore Glanz (LGLANZ). We
will be happy to hear from you.
"Partner down the Hall" Program Announced
In law practice, often the most efficient and effective place to start a project is with an experienced
attorney who can proffer advice and background information. At Chicago-Kent, the attorneys on the Legal
Information Center Staff offer the "Partner Down the Hall" Research Assistance Program. The purpose of
this program is to provide individual assistance to students in the context of actual written assignments.
The staff will be available to assist in analyzing the problem and discussing research strategies.
To make an appointment, please email "PARTNER". Briefly describe the problem you are working on and
set out times most convenient for you. Confirmation of your appointment will be madethat day.
Get Your Tax Forms from LOIS
Federal tax forms are available on LOIS. To access this database, use "STUDENT" as the login 10 and
"STUDENT" as the password. This is a very complete package of forms, including many that might be
needed infrequently as well as the basic forms and that very important Form 4868, Extension of Time to
File.
10
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Library Staff Award
February 27, 1995
The Legal Information Center gave a Special Commendation award to Elizabeth Dugan for her extra efforts
on behalf of the library during the month of January. Elizabeth has worked in the library for over 15 years.
NEWS FROM THE CENTER FOR LAW AND COMPUTERS
HelpDOCS: Getting The Answers You Need
How can I get help if I have a question about KENTNET services? Besides sending an email message to
HELPDESK when you have a problem, question or·suggestion, look at the rack of instruction sheets called
"HelpDOCs" that are placed at the front of Room 700. The Center writes and distributes HelpDOCs on
various services that are available from the network. Some topics include:
Internet Addresses & Email
WordPerfect 5.1 Table of Contents and Table of Authorities
Internet Resources in Windows 3.1, World Wide Web
Network Printing in Kentnet
Frequently Asked Questions about Email
World Wide Web
The World Wide Web (WWW) is made up of resources called documents that are stored all over the world.
You can get around the WWW using a "browser," which is a Windows or DOS program that locates and
displays documents. KENTNET has two browsers for the WWW in Windows: Netscape and Cello. See the
HelpDOC in Room 700, "Internet Resources in Windows 3.1, World Wide Web," to learn how to browse
theWWW here at Chicago-Kent. If you have questions, or suggestions for adding resources, email
HELPDESK.
Network Adapter for Laptops
The Center for Law and Computers will soon make Network Connection Packets available that will allow
you to bring your own laptop into the building and connect it to KENTNET. The Center will hold
certification classes to familiarize you with the equipment and procedure necessary to connect your laptop
to KENTNET. After you complete the class, you will be able to check-out the packets. The packets have
everything needed -- adapter, power supply, disk, and cable -- to connect.toKENTNET. The certification
classes will be scheduled, and announced in The Record, in March.
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WestLaw Representatives
February 27, 1995
Your. WESTLAW reps are Brian Gill (BGILL), Cynthia Tackett (CTACKETT), Tim Engling (TENGLING), and
Shalla Hyderi (SHYDERI). They will be in the computer lab (Room 700) in the library or right outside the
room at one of the tables during the following hours. You may also contact them via email for assistance
in using WESTLAW. .
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
9:00 a.m, - 10:30 a.m, Shalla
11:45 a.m. - 12:45 p.m. Cynthia
12:45 p.rn, - 1:45 p.m. Shalla
2:00 p.m.- 6:00 p.m. Brian
7:30 p.m.- 8:30 p.m. Tim
9:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m. Tim
1:00 p.m.- 3:00·p.m. Cynthia
3:00 p.m.- 6:00 p.m. Brian
9:00 a.rn, - 10:30 a.m, Shalla
11:45 a.rn, - 1:15 p.m. Cynthia
3:00 p.m.- 6:00 p.m. Shalla
9:00 a.rn, - 10:30 a.m. Tim
10:30 a.rn, - 11:30 a.m, Cynthia
2:00 p.m.- 4:00 p.m. Cynthia
4:00 p.m.- 6:00 p.m. Brian (
\
9:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m, Tim
LEXIS/NEXIS Student Representatives
The LEXIS/NEXIS student representatives for the 1994-1995 year are Kirsten Albrecht (KALBRECH) and
Kevin Csink (KCSINK). The LEXIS representatives can be located during posted lab hours in LAB 700 or by
email.
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
8:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.rn.
11:45 a.m. - 12:45 p.m.
2:00 p.m. - 5:00p.m.
6:00p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m. • 10:00 p.m.
9:45 a.m. - 11:45 a.m.
3:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.
6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
9:30 a.rn. - 10:30 a.m,
11:45 a.m. - 12:45 p.m.
Kirsten
Kevin
Kevin
Kirsten
Kirsten
Kevin
Kevin
Kirsten
Kevin
Kevin
12 u
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SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION
Jewish Vocational ~ervice Scholarships
February 27, 1995
\
The Jewish Vocational Service of Metropolitan Chicago is pleased to announce that the Gertrude and Harry
G. Fins Scholarship Fund will be available for the 1995-96 academic year. Scholarship awards range from
$1,000 to $5,000.
To be eligible for these awards, you must meet the following criteria:
1. Be Jewish
2. Be enrolled as a full-time student
3. Be domiciled in the Chicago metropolitan community
4. Establish financial need
5. Demonstrate career promise
Students who meet these criteria should contact the Scholarship Secretary, Jewish Vocational Service,
between now and February 15, 1995, to request an application. The application deadline date is
Wednesday, March 1, 1995. The telephone number is (312) 357-4500. You may pick up an informational
brochure in the Office of Admissions and Financial Aid, Suite 230.
DuPage County Bar Association Scholar,ship
The DuPage County Bar Association will award a $1,500.00 scholarship to a DuPage County resident who
will commence the 2nd year law school in the Fall of 1995. This scholarship, applied toward the 1995-96
academic year tuition, will be awarded on the basis of acedemicabilitv and financial need.
All interested students must submit a letter of application to Assistant Dean Nancy Herman, Office of
Admissions and Financial Aid, Suite 230, no later than Monday, March 20, 1995.
Serbian Bar Association Scholarships
The Serbian Bar Association (SBA) is awarding two $1,000 scholarships to two qualified candidates at the
SBA's Annual Scholarship Ball which will be held on May 20, 1995, at the Union League Club of Chicago.
All law students who are of Serbian ancestry are encouraged to apply for a scholarship and membership in
the SSA. Note that applications must be postmarked on or before April 1, 1995. The application process
includes the application, an essay and a certified copy of your law school transcript. Students wishing to
be considered for 'this scholarship should pick up the application form in the Office of Admissions and
Financial Aid, Suite 230.
DuPage County Chapter of the Justinian Society of Lawyers Scholarship
The .DuPage County Chapterof the Justinian Society of Lawyers is awarding a minimum of one $1,000
scholarship to a law student who meets the following criteria:
1. Must have completed at least one semester of law school
2. Must be of Italian extraction
13
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3. Must demonstrate academic achievement
Students wishing to be considered for this scholarship should pick up.the application form in the
Admissions Office, Suite 230. The scholarship application process includes the scholarship application
form, a brief personal statement and a letter of.recommendation by a law school faculty member.
All materials should be mailed to MarshaH. Cellucci, c/o Cellucci, Yacobellis & Holman, 1155 S.
Washington Street, Suite 100, Naperville, IL 60540, and must be received no later than April 3, 1995.
Haneman-Perskie Memorial Foundation Scholarship
The Haneman-Perskie Memorial Foundation is a non-profit corporation created for the purpose of awarding
scholarships and is administered by a Board of Trustees comprised of the officers of the Atlantic County Bar
Association. The number of scholarships awarded annually shall be in the discretion of the Board of
Trustees.
The criteria for the scholarship are:
1. All applicants must be a resident of Atlantic County. (New Jersey) for one year prior to
application.
2. All applicants must demonstrate academic ability, financial need, leadership potential and
character.
Each scholarship award will be·paid directly to the law school in.the name of the recipient and will be
automatically applied toward the 1995-96 academic year tuition.
Students wishing to be considered for this scholarship should pick up the rather lengthy application form in
the Office of Admissions and Financial Aid, Suite 230. Applications. must be received by Monday, May 1,
1995, and should be sent to: Haneman-Perski Scholarship Foundation, c/o Atlantic County Bar
Association, 1201 Bacharach Blvd., Atlantic City, New Jersey 08401.
Latin American Bar Foundation Scholarships
The Latin American Bar Foundation seeks applicants for scholarships to be awarded to needy and qualified
Hispanic law students. All applicants must meet the' following criteria:
1. Must be a United States citizen or resident alien
2. Must be currently enrolled in the College of Law and in good standing
3. Must not be related to any officer or director of the Latin American Bar Foundation
4. Should demonstrate financial need, scholastic aptitude and community service
5. Preference may be given to appllcantsof Hispanic ancestry
6. Must attend a personal interview
7. Must submit, along with the application, a personal essay, all LSAT scores and law
school grades
Students wi'shing to be considered for these scholarships should pick up the rather lengthy application form .
in the Office of Admissions and Financial Aid, Suite 230. Please note that the scholarship application,
personal essay, LSAT scores and law school grades must be fully completed and received by the Latin
American Bar Foundation Scholarship Committee on or before May 12, 1995.
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Cabaniss, Johnston Scholarship
February 27, 1995
To commemorate its 1OOth anniversary in 1987, the firm of Cabaniss, Johnston, Gardner, Dumas and
O'Neal of Birmingham and Mobile, Alabama, createdwith the Alabama Law Foundation, Inc. a scholarship
in memory of its founding partners, Edward Harmon Cabaniss and Forney Johnston. The first scholarship
.was awarded in 1987.
All applicants must meet the following criteria:
1) Must be a resident of Alabama
2) Must be entering the second year of law school during the Fall 1995-96 academic year
The scholarship will cover tuition and books for the second year of law school to a maximum of $5,000. A
second place scholarship of $1,000 will be awarded at the committee's discretion. While academic
achievement is the key factor in determining eligibility for the scholarship, consideration will be given to
other factors such as conscientiousness, dependability, civic involvement, financial need and dedication to
the highest ethical standards.
Students wishing to be considered for this scholarship should pick up the rather lengthy application form in
the Office of Admissions and Financial Aid, Suite 230. All materials must be sent as one complete package
and must be received no later than June 16, 1995. Mail the total package to Cabaniss, Johnston
Scholarship Committee, Alabama Law Foundation, Inc., P.O. Box 671, Montgomery, Alabama 36101, (205)
269-1515. .
WRITING CONTESTS
The German American Law Association has announced a writing competition. The subject of articles
should be any case or point of German law directly affecting the legal status or situation of citizens or
businesses in the United States or vice versa. The first and second prize winners are to be published in the
GERMAN AMERICAN LAW JOURNAL. The deadline is March 1, 1995.
TheUniversitv of California has announced a writing competition. The compeition is open to all J.D.
candidates and topics include biotechnology, computer software law, high-tech criminology, genetic
engineering and space law. The cover letter accompanying the student's work must grant the University's
HIGH TECHNOLOGY LAW JOURNAL the right to exclusive first time worldwide publication. Prize money is to be
awarded. All submissions must be postmarked by March 15. 1995.
The CLEVELAND STATE LAW REVIEW has announced the·1995 Judge John M. Manos Writing Competition on
Evidence for student written articles. The winning entry will receive $1,000 and all entries will be
considered for publication. The deadline is April 1. 1995.
The Food and Drug Law Institute has announced the 1994-1995 Vincent A. Kleinfeld Scholarship Awards.
The award encourages law students to take an interest in the areas that affect food, drugs, cosmetics,
medical devices and biochemistry. Three $5,000 scholarships will be awarded to degree candidates who
are in goo(l standing and will receive either a J.D. or an LL.M. during 1996. The deadline is April 19, 1995.
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The International Association of Defense Councll has announced its 1995 Legal Writing Contest. The
contest is open to all J.D. candidates who submit an article of practical concern to lawyers engaged in the
management and defense of civil litigation. The winning entries will receive $2,000, $1,000 for second
and $500 for third. Commemorative plaques will be given to the authors of the prize-winning articles and
those awarded honorable mentions along with their articles being published in Defense Counsel Journal. All
entries must be postmarked on or before April 21, 1995.
The law firm, Sudekum, Rosenbert & Cassidy, Chtd., is announcing its writing competition. The article
must be on any topic relevant to the defense of suspicious and fradulent insurance claims. The prize is a
$5,000 scholarship. The deadline is May 1, 1995.
The National Association of College and University Attorneys has announced the National Legal Writing
Competition on a topic relating to legal issues in the corporate practice of law on behalf of colleges and
universities. The best article receives the Donal L. Reidhaar Prize of $1,000 and submission for publication
in The Journal of College and University Law. The deadline is May 12, 1995.
The Food and Drug Law Institute has announced the 1994-1995 H. Thomas Austern Memorial Writing
Competition. This award encourages law students to take an interest in the areas that affect food, drugs,
cosmetics, medical devices and biochemistry. The prize for first place is $3,000. The deadline is May 18,
1995.
The American Bar Association Section of Natural Resources, Energy, and Environmental Law have
announced the 1995 Sonreel Student Writing Competition. Entries should address the topic of natural
resources, energy or environmental law. First prize is $1,000 and second prize is $500. The deadline is
May 31, 1995.
The American Bar Association Standing Committee on World Order Under Law is sponsoring the 1995
Bruno Bitker Essay Contest. Entries must examine the record of the United Nations both internally and
world-wide in regards to its responsibility to promote and protect the rights of women. First prize is $1000
and second prize is $500. The deadline is May 31. 1995.
The Federal Circuit Bar Association is sponsoring the 1995 George Hutchinson Writing Competition. Entries
may examine any topic within the procedure, substance, or scope of the jurisdiction of the Federal Circuit
Court of Appeals. The best entry receives an award of $1,000. The deadline is June 1, 1995.
The Notre Dame Law School is sponsoring its second annual Feminist Jurisprudence Writing Competition.
The author of the best original, unpublished work concerning any issue within the category of feminist
jurisprudence will receive $1,000. The deadline is June 1,1995.
The American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers (ASCAP) has announced the 57th Annual
Nathan Burkan Memorial Competition. The subject is copyright law. First and second prizes of $500 and
$200 will be awarded to students at each participating school. National awards ranging from $500 to
$3,000 will be awarded to first through fifth place participants. The deadline is June 15, 1995.
The American Intellectual Property Law Association announced the Robert C. Watson Award for 1995. The
author of the best article on a subject relating.to the protection of intellectual property written or published
between August 1,1994 and July 31,1995 will receive $2,000. The deadline is July 31,1995.
For more information, stop by the Office of the Associate Dean, Room 320.
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FROM SBA PRESIDENT TOM STOVALL
February 27, 1995
Happy Hour this Wednesday, March 1, 1995 from 6:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m, at CHICAGO HOT SHOTS, 80
W."Harrison, at the corner of Dearborn and Harrison. There will be food, beer, wine, pop, and·10 free pool
tables to choose from. Bring your 101
BARRISTER'S BASH TICKETS ARE NOW ON SALE IN·THE BOOK STORE: It will be held on Friday April 21,
1995 at the Field Museum (Roosevelt Road at Lake Shore Drive) from 8:00 p.m. to 12:00 a.m, The entire
museum will be available for viewing and arrangements are being made for guided tours of exhibits. There
win bean open bar for all four hours and a D.J. Other details are still being arranged. The cost of a ticket
will be $30.00 in advance or $60.00 at the door. You can pay by cash, check, or charge. Get your tickets
early.1
Chicago-Kent's Law Week: April 17 through April 21. The.events for the week are:
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
April 17:
April 18:
April 19:
April 20:
April 21:
BloodDrive 9:00 a.rn. to 4:30 p.m, Room 580
Free Popcorn in Spak all day
Forum on Illinois Tort Reform 4:30 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. Auditorium
Faculty Jeopardy
Law Day Speaker Event
The Barristers' Bash
ORGANIZATIONS
Animal Rights Law Society
Circus Facts: The Animal Welfare Act merely requires that circus animals have enough space to stand up
and turn around in when confined, yet even these minimum regulations often are not enforced. Colorful
pageantry disguises the fact that animals used in circuses are mere captives forced to perform unnatural
and often painful acts that some people call entertainment. Circuses would quickly lose their appeal if the
details of the animals' treatment, confinement, training and "retirement" became widely known.
Thanks to those ARLS members who joined the demonstration on Saturday afternoon, February, 25 at the
Medinah Shrine Circus. We passed out signs and fliers to let people know about the cruelty to animals
involved in the circus.
Black Law Students' Association
The Chicago-Kent BlSA chapter proudly presents: "Celebrating Ourselves" on Tuesday, February 28,
1995. This is our Black History-Month celebration.. Please join us .in celebrating our rich heritage by
attending our lecture series in the auditorium: The African-American Lawyer in Chicago: The Early Years at
11:45 a.rn, and 5: 15 p.m. Professor Gordon Hylton has been researching the history of Black lawyers in
the United States, and this presentation is part of his research. Also, please plan to shop at our African
Marketplace and dine on delicious food at the Soul Food Cafe. Our vendors will have beautiful African
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clothing, art and other cultural artifacts. These treasures are for all to enjoy, so plan on purchasing some
really beautiful items at the Marketplace. Come celebrate with usll
Other BlSA news: Congratulations to members Tracy Kelly, Vanessa Bennett and Dierdre White. Each has
been named a recent recipient of the Illinois Judicial Council Scholarship. Congratulations also to Damaris
Perryman and Zack Hamilton. Damaris was named, at the beginning of this month, as one of two recipients
of the Just the Beginning Foundation scholarship and Zack Hamilton (December 1994) passed the
Intellectual Property Bar Exam, which he took during his first semester while completing his J.D. studies.
BlSA will have a bakesale on Wednesday, March 1, 1995 in the cafeteria.
Dean's Advisory Council
The Dean's Advisory Council will meet on the following dates:
Thursday
Thursday
Wednesday
March 2
April 6
April 26
5:00 p.m.
12:00 p.m,
5:00 p.m.
Room C25
Room 305
Room 580
Environmental Law Society
Officer Elections will take place in C74 on Tuesday, February 28 from 11:45 a.m, - 1:45 p.m. and 5:00
p.m. - 6:00 p.m. Please come and vote for next year's officers!
Bike Raffle: A black Cannondale with a 20 inch frame will be raffled at the KJF Auction on March 22nd.
Tickets are $1.00 each! We will also be raffling t-shirts and other bike stuff to be specified at a later date.
Sell 'em, buy'em, the money goes to the ELS summer fellowships.
Food Drive: donations of canned goods are being collected for the Lincoln-Belmont Food Pantry. Please
put donations in the box on the concourse.
The Federalist Society
The Federalist Society will be having yet another meeting on Wednesday, March 1 at 3:00 p.m. in Room
C35. Among the topics we will discuss are: the National Symposium at Northwestern on April 7, 8 and 9;
co-sponsoring the Proposition 187 speaker event on March 15; possible" debates with the Democratic Club
and GAYLAW; as well as our own panel debate on Technology and the Law, tentatively scheduled for ec;;-Iy
April. All those interested in any of the aboveare strongly encouraged to attend. (There might even be
food!)
Illinois State Bar Association
Submit your articles to ISBA BANNER: If you have any articles you'd like to see in print, submit them for
publication in the ISBA law student division's newletter, THE BANNER. Articles can be .about any law related
topics. The deadline for this issue is March 3, 1995. Contact Rupal Dalal (RDALAL) with any questions or
for information on article submission.
Become an Illinois State Bar Association Member: Law student membership in the ISBA offers many
practical benefits, including the opportunitv to meet and learn from active ISBA members -- Networking!
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Currently, the ISBA has 32,000 members. Annual law student membership is only $10 a year or $25 for
four years. Join now and receive free subscriptions to ISBA journals and newsletters.plus free admission to
ISBA Law Ed Series programs. Pick up ISBA applications on the Concourse Level.
All organization leaders-- ISBA can do printing for your special events. Over the past year, ISBA has printed
tickets for the Barrister's Bash, as well as posters, handbills and other notices for special events. As long
as one of your officers is an ISBA member and you give us two weeks notice, we can do your printing.
Contact one of your ISBA Law Student Representatives for the 1994-95 school year. They are Melissa
Durkin, Rupal Dalal, Susan Walter (SV~ALTER2) and Mala Byanna.
Intellectual Property Law Society
A general meeting will be held on Monday, February 27 at 3:00 p.m. The room is still to be determined.
Topics for discussion include speaker events, moot court for next year and the IPLSJournal.
Justinian Society
Speaker Event: Just a reminder that Joe Gagliardo, President of the Justinian Society of Lawyers and an
attorney with the labor firm of Laner, Muchin, Dombrow, Becker, Levin and Tomberg will be at Chicago-
Kent to speak to our chapter. He will be here on Wednesday, March 1 at 3:00 p.m, We will have snacks
and soft drinks. Check your email for the room assignment. -We hope to see you there!
Italian Film Night: Rossellini, Fellini and the Justinian Society's Italian Film Night!
Remember that on Thursday, March 9 at 6:00 p.m, the Chicago-Kent Justinian Society will host a
screening of the 1990 Academy Award Winner for Best Foreign Film, II Nuovo Cinema Paradiso. Pasta,
wine and soft drinks will be served before the film. We are inviting altmembers of the Justinian Society of
Lawyers and all Chicago-Kent and John Marshall student members. Please email JDEPINTO if you plan to
attend.
Kent Justice Foundation
Reminder: KJF Annual Spring-Break Kick-Off Auction is Wednesday, March 22, 1995. The reception
begins at 5:30 p.m. and the Auction at 6:30 p.m.
KJF Auction Time is drawing near! Be sure to share your preferences and suggestions for donations for the
Auction this week. In addition to bidding on the always popular and greatly appreciated faculty donations,
save your pennies and mark your calendar for a trip to Puerto Rico!! Or, maybe you prefer a Chicago-style
weekend: dinner, theater and a hotel stay? We'll be auctioning these items and MUCH MUCH MORE!
Hope to see you there!
Meeting: There is a meeting for everyone who is working on the Auction every Tuesday at 12:45 p.m. in
Room C35.
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Please join BLSA
Tuesday, February 28, 1995
for
"CELEBRATING OURSELVES"
where: lobby & auditorium
time: 10:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
African Marketplace*
(lobby)
"The African-American Lawyer in
Chicago: The Early Years"**
11:45 a.m. & 5:15p.m.
Soul Food Cafe*
*Lobby
**Auditorium
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TO:
FROM:
DATE:
RE:
. All Continuing Students
Assistant Dean Nancy Herman
Spring Semester 1995
CRITICAL INFORMATION REGARDING;
FINANCIAL AID AND MERJT-AND-NE~BASm SCHOLARSHIPS
The 1995-1996 financial aid application forms-are now available in the Office of Admissions
and Financial Aid, Suite 230. - -
The time of year has arrived for you to begin the process of applying for financial aid for the
1995-1996 academic year. Please take note of the calendar of important dates below; I
suggest that you save this memo for future reference. Your financial aid. whether a Joan
and/Of a merit-and-need-based scholarship. deJ>ends on it.
We have prepared folders containing the applications, as well as" information to assist you
with the application process. .Pleasebe sure to read through the entire packet. The
application packets can be obtained in the office of Admissions and Financial Aid, Suite 230.
Please note that the Monday. April 3.1995 deadline is the first daY after Sprin& break
(the dates for spring break are March 25, 1995 - April 2, 1995). If you plan to leave town,
please be sure that you arrange to have your application materials in the Office of
Admissions and Financial Aid no later than Monday, April 3, 1995.
To be eligible for aU fonns of financlal aid you must meet the deadlines listed below.
Calendar of Important Dates:
By April 3
1. The Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) should be received
~ the processor no later than Monday, April 3, 1995. A preaddressed
envelope is enclosed in the FAFSA booklet. Plan to mail it insufficient time
to meet the deadline.
2. Your Chicago-Kent College of Law Financial Aid Application should be
received by the Chicago-Kent College of Law Office of Admissions and
Financial Aid, Suite 230, n~o later than Monday, April 3, 1995. All sections
of the application must be complete in order for them to be accepted.
NOTE: Monday, April 3,1995 is a strict deadline. This deadline is the cut-
off date for determining the allocation of merit-and-need-based scholarships.
IIMay 15
1. After you file the FAFSA, you will be sent the Student Aid Report (SAR).
All pages of the SAR should be in the Office of Admissions and Financial Aid
by Monday. May 15. 1995, even though it will' say that you are not eligible
for the Pell Grant (pell Grants are for undergraduates only). Be sure to
complete the Student's Use Box on the back of page one of the SAR.
Corrections: If you need to make corrections to your SAR, please call the
Office of Admissions and Financial Aid at (312) 906-5180 because our office
may be able electronically correct the errors.
2. If you are selected for Verification, you will be asked to submitcopies of
your tax forms and a Verification Statement, which are available in the Office
of Admissions and Financial Aid. If you are selected for Verification, our
office willautomatically send the Verification Worksheet upon receiving your
Student Aid Report (SAR).These materials and your SAR must be returned
before a financial aid award will be determined for you. '
By June 30
1. You are expected to tum in student loan applications from the lender of
your choiceby June 30. Loan applications for Law Access, LAWLOANS,
Chase Manhattan, and any Dlinois bank are'available in the Officeof
Admissions and Financial Aid, Suite 230. However, the office has a limited
supply of applications so it is best to contact your lender directly to obtain the
necessary application.
2. You should sign and return your financial aid, award
letter to the Officeof Admissions-and Financial Aid within three weeks, of the
date printed on the letter.
We are ready to help if you need assistance--just call the Office of Admissions and Financial
Aid at (312) 906-5180.
Thank you for your cooperation.Continuing students are eligible to receive both need-and-
merit-based and merit-only scholarships. Merit-only scholarships do not require a financial
aid application. If you are only interested in these merit-only scholarships, you do DQ.t need
to apply for financial aid. However, if you want to be considered for need-and-merit-based
scholarships, then you must complete all of the financial aid forms, even if you are not
planning to take out student loans. Need-and-merit-based awards constitute a larger dollar
amount than merit-onlyawards.
J
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CAPS
Chicago Alternative Policing Strategy
Police-Community Partnership Against Crime
Is the Chicago-Kent neighborhood.considered safe?
What are the statistics?
How do I deal with the homeless?
Should I give money to panhandlers?
Who are the panhandlers, anyway?
Are the parking lots safe?
Are the train stations safe?
How do I deal with the homeless/panhandlers
at the train stations?
Get these questions answered and meet the neighborhood beat police at a
Community Policing Meeting at Chicago-Kent Tuesday, March 7, 12:30 p.m.
to 1:4~ p.m., Room 570. Do you live at Presidential Towers? Find out how
the neighborhood measures up. Is it safe at night? Can you go running early
in the morning? Is you car safe on the street? Where can you find police when
you need them? Who are the neighborhood beat police?
See the back of this notice for some good advice.
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Academic Achievement Award Winners for the FaD, 1994 Semester
Course Instructor Highest Grade
Accounting for Lawyers Brown, Gerald Lea M. Parent
Advanced Evidence Nance Brenda M. Willett
Advanced Income Tax Angus,B. Michael R. Groenendaal
Advanced Research GibsonlRauch James K. Folker
Advanced Research Maher MarisaJ. Brock
Advanced Research Meltzer Jeffrey T. Kalniz
AdvancedResearch Morris AmyM. Stahl
Advanced Research Moss SarahE. Schoenfield
Advanced Research Quinn AnneC. Dageforde (tie)
Michael E. Helminski (tie)
Advanced Research Strzynski Jackie Weisman
Advanced Research VanDam JoelH. Bootzin
Advanced Research Wood Michael A. Wieland
Advanced Research Zimmerman Maureen F. Huston
Alternative Dispute Resolution Brown, Geraldine Jeff Kopiwada (tie)
LisaKrasberg (tie)
JulieAnnSklaver (tie)
MarySowle (tie)
Alternative Dispute Resolution Norton Malcolm McLaughlin
American Legal History Mark Elizabeth A. Stewart
Antitrust Conviser Michael H. Galex
Appellate Advocacy Grinker Jeffrey T. Oswald (tie)
BrianM.Ziff (tie)
BasicSecurities Law Hablutzel, P. D. Jonathan Fink
Business Insolvency Mason Michael R. Adelman (tie)
AllenBalk(tie)
Business Organizations Mark BrianM. Fern
Capital Markets I McCauley JohnJ. Madden
China, Lawof Tarlock Elaine C. Sit
Civil Procedure Lien SarahA. Geis
Commercial Banking Piliponis JohnD. Ruark
Commoditites Regulation Frazier Christopher I. Mates
Comparative Law Lien Sheni Hajet
Computer Contracting Roberts CliffC. Histed
Computer Law Staudt SusanE. Moore
Conflict of Laws Manshio DavidS. Moore
Conflict of Laws Conviser StaceyA. Feeley
Constitutional Law Eglit Michael Rothman
Constitutional Law Harris Sherry Knutson
Constitutional Law Stewart LisaA. Bridges
Copyrights Friedman BabetteJ. Ash
Corporate Health CareLaw Becker LisaD. Guitierrez (tie)
Sunil Kumar (tie)
Corporate Reorganization Rocap/Maynes Michael R. Groenendaal
Crim. Procedure: Investigative Process Thomas JohnS. Zis
Crim. Procedure: Investigative Process Straus Michael H. Galex
Criminal Law Sowle Megan B. Poetzel
Course Instructor Highest Grade
Criminal Law Rudstein Robert Ghoorah (tie)
James J. Powers (tie)
Criminal Law Krent SheniRLamb
Critical Lookat Critical Theory Wright Charles J. Goetz(tie)
Scott T. Schutte (tie)
Current Issues in TortLaw Brill Alexander W. Harris
Disability Law Hablutzel, N. Mariam R. Stein(tie)
Michelle M. Balog(tie)
Employee Benefits Law Sherman AnnE. Tardy
Energy Law Bosselman JasonB. Wagener (tie)
Howard J. Zwirn (tie)
Environmental Enforcement Baker Patrick MartinDowd
Environmental Law& Policy Baker JonR. Sick(tie)
Steven Ziesmann (tie)
Environmental Law& Policy Deutsch Andrew P. Scott
Evidence Kadish Colleen M. Cullen (tie)
MiaD. Furlong (tie)
Evidence Tomes Karen M. Kvam(tie)
Ventura V. Ramos (tie)
Executive Compensation EwerlKlein/Siske Michael R. Groenendaal
Federal Courts Matasar ScottT. Schutte
Federal Courts Stewart Henry Pietrkowski
Federal Transfer Tax Sherman LisaN. Sweet
Feminist Legal Thought Hirshman ScottT. Schutte
Feminist Revisit Bernstein Elisabeth Ayyildiz
Food& DrugLaw Bierig Andrew T. Fleishman
Forensic Sciences Kling Brenda M.Willett
Gaming Law More M. ScottGordon (tie)
Ronald E. Salemi (tie)
Genetics & the Law Andrews Steven Edmonson
Gift& EstateTax Weber Jennifer Hartenbowes
Immigration Law& Policy Kempster Kathleen M. Holper
International Business Contracts Lemberis BrianGill(tie)
JoanC. Hoxie (tie)
International Human Rights Brown,B. Anne Shaw
International Law Abbott William Solander
International Law Brown Leslie A. Kirby
Investment Banking Crawford Cheryl G. Weiss
Justice & the Legal System Harris, C. James J. Coggins
Justice & the Legal System Hylton William A. Morrison, Jr.
Justice & the Legal System Nahmod Angela D. Bonfield (tie)
Robert K.Castle(tie)
Justice & the Legal System Nance Wade J. Savoy
LaborLaw1 Cohen Matthew J. O'Hara
LaborLaw1 Malin Henry Pietrkowski
Law& Economics Hasen Thomas C. Koessl.(tie)
Daniel B. Laubhan (tie)
Legal Drafting Cahin Diane C. Miller
Legal Drafting Cornblath Moria A. Bernstein
Legal Drafting Farber Dorothy A. Brawn
Legal Drafting Klooster Jennifer A. Loope
..
Course Instructor Highest Grade
Legal Drafting Krebs Patti S. Levinson (tie)
Ann Okkema (tie)
MarcL. Schultz (tie)
Stephanie L. Speakman (tie)
LegalDrafting Levin Michael Deer
LegalDrafting Malone DavidW. Donnell
LegalDrafting Mandel JoanN. Harrop
'...-
LegalDrafting Moltz LeaM. Parent
LegalDrafting Walter Nickolas Baziotes
LegalDrafting Woulfe Monica J. Gurgiolo
LegalWriting1 Adams Daniel S. Wellner
LegalWriting1 Azaria CaroleE. Specktor
LegalWriting1 Bensinger Manijeh N. Kargahi
LegalWriting1 DaIley ToddJ. Weiss
LegalWriting 1 DiFonzo Symeon Davis
Legal Writing1 Ehrenberg MarcL. Srodulski
LegalWriting 1 Greenberg JamesJ. Powers (tie)
LauraL. RuhI (tie)
LegalWriting 1 Malkan Gregory J. Fisher
Legal Writing 1 Quentel Kristin T~ Hamilton
LegalWriting 1 Rossi Kelly K. Frazier
LegalWriting 1 Runcie Connie M. Tameling .,..
Legal Writing 1 Straus Daniel Crilly
Legal Writing 1 Strubbe MeganB. Poetzel j,;(
Legal Writing 1 Wildenthai Catherine A. Traugott(tie)
Michael I. Yoon (tie)
Mediation Lapinski Edward J. Hanlon
Mediation Stem Andrew S. Rosenman
Medical Malpractice Lavin/Morris Thomas L. Campbell
Mental Health Law Maram Rebecca L. Lutner(tie)
LauraC. Shroyer (tie)
NaturalResources Law Tarlock Edward J. Hanlon
Negotiations Davis RobinJ. Chun
Negotiations Schoenfield RobertT. Rahr
Partnership Tax 1 Swibel RobertN. Honig
Patents Hulbert JohnW. Greenwald
Personal Income Tax Brody BradyJ. Fulton
Personal Income Tax Chapman Richard A. Fingard (tie)
Miriam R Stein(tie)
Pre-Tria! Litigation Gonzalez John- Heil
Prisoners' Rights Litigation Hartman ScottL. Schmookler
Privacy Voges Daniel E. Lifka
Products Liability Runcie JohnR. Ladd
Professional Responsibility Gross Thomas L. Campbell
ProfessionalResponsibility Tomes Henry Pietrkowski (tie)
Jonathan Woods (tie)
Property Hylton DavidO. Yuen
Remedies Ehrenberg Laurence J. Mraz
Sales& Exchanges Jones ToddA. Roberts
School Law Adams Kristin B. Huber
Course Instructor Highest Grade
Securities" Commodities I Uhlenhop LarryA. Mallinger
Securities Regulation Hablutzel, P. Michael T. Layden (tie)
ScottG. Richmond (tie)
Securities Regulation Moylan StuartS. Hong
State" Local Taxation Gaggini Michael R. Groenendaal
Tax Exempt Organizations Clark Maxwell M. Miller
Tax Planning for International Bus Harris, K. Wesley Wagstaff
Tax Procedure Brown,G. NatalieS. Mayhugh
Taxation ofInternational Trans HarterlWayman Patricia AnneFlaming
Torts Bernstein Steven Kandelman
Torts Brill JasonLabella (tie)
JosephWharton (tie)
Torts Heyman AdamL.· Pinchuck
Torts Richardson BethFreemal
Torts Wright Angela D. Bonfield (tie)
ScottW. Smilie (tie)
Trademarks & UnfairCompetition Mandell KristaSueSchwartz
TrialAdvocacy 1 Cagney Jennifer K. Eckert
TrialAdvocacy 1 Erickson ScuttFradin
TrialAdvocacy 1 Fitzgerald BonitaHuang.
TrialAdvocacy 1 Grossi Miriam Zrecmy
TrialAdvocacy 1 Kottaras Richard Nessary
TrialAdvocacy 1 McNerney Steve Steinback
TrialAdvocacy 1 Meyer MaleaDrew
TrialAdvocacy 1 Wolfson NanRoytberg
TrialAdvocacy 1 Zelazo MaryT. Cox
TrialAdvocacy 1 (Intensive Intell Prop) Holderman LoraKirk
TrialAdvocacy 2 Gevirtz Jerome Studer
TrialAdvocacy 2 Hibbler Alexander W. Harris (tie)
Tome M~ Newsome (tie)
TrialAdvocacy 2 Menaker LauraShroyer
TrialAdvocacy 2 Murphy Kirk Freeman
UrbanEnvironmental Issues Deutsch Kathleen L.Hobbins
Workers Compensation Law Eagle Guillermo J. Perez
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